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Tired of Getting Alerts for Updates? We Have an App for That! 

Well, not an App necessarily, but a service. In fact, it’s two services:   

Sonicwall Management/Optimization and Hostify Management/Optimization. They  sound 
boring, but I’m going to explain why you want to do this… and they’re not expensive. 
 

Hostify: What is it? 
If you have Ubiquiti equipment like switches, firewalls and  wireless access 
points, you need to be aware that these devices need regular updates. As a 
technology company we have to do this for your protection but sometimes 
it can be a pain for the customer. What if the equipment needs to be reset 
in the middle of the day? This is why we came up with a simple service 
called Hostify which does this during your off hours so you can stay produc-
tive.  Updating the firmware on your equipment is very important but the 
Hostify Service does SO much more than that! 
 

Updates:    
Gone are the days when you need to wonder if your equipment has up-to-date firmware and 
security updates. Not only do we handle all the updates for your devices while the network is 
not being utilized, but we also test the updates in a sandbox environment to confirm that the 
updates are stable and won’t cause any issues with the devices to which they are being applied. 
 

WIFI Artificial Intelligence Scanning: 
Hostify scans your network on a regular basis to find any weak points. Every week the service 
scans your network for interference, searches for rogue access points and optimizes your WIFI 
so every week it gets a little better as it learns about your environment!  
 

Instant setup and Backups 
One of our experienced technicians will be able to upgrade you to this service in only minutes. 
This offers virtually zero downtime and keeps your business network running. Furthermore, all  
of your equipment settings are now backed up to the cloud! This saves you money by not having 
a technician reprogram replacement or new equipment if you need it. We simply use the 
settings in the cloud and plug it right into your network. 
 

Hostify starts at only $19.95 a month. This means that any charges you would normally pay CCS 
for are rolled up into this one service, so you always know that routine maintenance is covered. 

 

Have a Sonicwall firewall? Here is a service for you too! 
 

Sonicwall equipment also needs updating to make sure your network is as protected as it can be. 
These are mandatory updates that requires a technician to purchase the license, update it on 
your device and then we charge you for both the license and the service. We have streamlined 
this process and now for $29.95 a month (higher end models are a bit more) CCS will handle all 

of this for you and NOT charge you additional labor to make it     
happen. And this includes the cost of your license. Instead of getting 
a large bill for $200 or more in a given month, just switch to our  
simple Sonicwall Management & Optimization service and you will 
always know what your Sonicwall maintenance will cost each 
month. And you won’t have to be bothered about this every year. 

 

Get with  CCS Technologies technician today and let them know you would like to 
convert to these services. Or expect your account manager to reach out to you soon. 

We’ve tried to make this as much of a no-brainer as possible. 
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